MULTI-PATH's two-wire circuit control means simplified installation. No more spaghetti bowl of wires. And no more sweat about burying 110 volts all over your course, either. These are low-voltage wires!

The extreme simplicity of the MULTI-PATH system also means you can install one circuit at a time. You can even hook up extra valves on a circuit whenever you decide to expand the system. (Watch the faces on your Finance Committee light up when you tell them that!)

And MULTI-PATH doesn't need a continuous loop. You can cut into the circuit at any point you like, running wire in any direction for extra valves.

MULTI-PATH has even more features—and flexibility—than Rain Bird's Master-Satellite system. And at virtually no extra cost, since your saving in installation makes up for the advanced, solid state electronic hardware of the new system. What's more, these are standard, field-tested, electronic components—adapted for use with proven Rain Bird equipment.

MULTI-PATH is what you had in mind when you said you'd wait until someone perfected automatic systems. Aren't you glad you waited?

Glendora, California 91740

For more information circle number 156 on card
Changing of the guard from veterans to sound, well-schooled younger men with the veterans continuing in consulting capacities has been especially well done in the Chicago district where, to cite a few cases, at Knollwood, Glenview and Glen Oak, teamwork of the retiring veteran and the new man in command has been a fine break for the clubs.

Have you noticed that almost every time you get a chance to study tournament scoring statistics it is performance on the par three hole that determines the winner? For example, at the Masters Jack Nicklaus was three under par on the par three holes and other contenders were over par. Nicklaus was seven under par on the par five holes, but other close competitors also were well under par on those long holes. On the par four holes Nicklaus was plus eight, Tom Weiskopf and Bobby Mitchell were plus two and Bruce Crampton was two under par.

So why do people who pay for building the courses get so many long par fives and par fours when it is the par threes that ultimately grade the architecture? Perry Maxwell, who designed fine courses with many outstanding holes, used to say that any number of architects could design good par four and par five holes, but the tough test was to design exceptionally good par three holes.

James Murphy, now manager, Brook Lea CC, Rochester, N.Y. Karl Hollerberg now is manager Bryn Mawr CC, Chicago. He previously managed North Shore in the Chicago district. Owen Griffith, for years the golf editor of the Hartford Courant until his retirement, has returned to action with a Sunday golf column in the Cape Cod Standard.

Carol McCue, who has been secretary of the Chicago District Golf Assn. for more years than you’d guess by looking at her, has been named the first woman board member of the United States Golf Assn. Green Section committee by Edward Meister Jr., now chairman of the Green Section. Meister succeeded Henry Russell, who retired after 11 years of substantial service. Russell’s work as a member of the USGA Executive Committee and Green Committee chairman must have cost him at least $75,000. The value of his competent and cheerful contribution to golf course management and to golf in general is beyond anybody’s guessing. Meister used to be a top-rated amateur. Arnold Palmer in winning his only National Amateur championship, that of 1954, at the Country Club of Detroit, had to go 89 holes in a semi-final round to beat Meister.

Irrigate automatically from your office wall!

Miller can install central program control on a Superintendent’s office wall and change that office wall into a Turf Irrigation Command Center. From this one point you control the cycling of the field controllers placed on the course. Each phase of your sprinkler irrigation system is handled by specialists with years of experience. This knowledge of what is required, coupled with an analysis of the job to done, allows us to simplify sophisticated programs to make them easy to deal with.

In fact, that describes us too, a sophisticated source that’s easy to deal with.

Call us today, for the latest in automatic systems with central control! Miller Sprinkling Systems, Division of A.J. Miller, Inc., 1320 N. Campbell Rd., Royal Oak, Mich. 48067, (313) 398-2233, 1738 Armitage Court, Addison, Ill. 60101 (312) 629-7730.
The day will run out before this Harley-Davidson runs down.

You can go twice as far between charges with a Harley-Davidson electric golf car. And your batteries can go up to twice as far between replacements. Because Master Drive, our exclusive circuitry, draws fifty percent less power at low speeds.

Draws raves from your financial committee too, by keeping costs down... and profits up. We back it all up with an exclusive two-year warranty on major electrical components, including batteries. Harley-Davidson. The longest-running, most profitable electric cars. And the quietest-running gas golf cars. The ones that play right on through when all of the others have had the course.

AMF | HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.
Maintain lush grass
and healthy turf
with Ryan equipment

Ryan turf-care machines are used the world over on golf courses, parks, playgrounds, plant sites, schools, colleges and home lawns. If you care for an acre of turf, or more, these three Ryan machines will help make your job easier:

1. **Ryan Tracaire** — this tractor-drawn aerator is designed to core, slice and renovate large, level areas... enables you to aerate all season. It opens up compacted soil. Allows air, water and fertilizer to penetrate to root zone for healthy, green turf.

2. **Ryan Spreadrite** — after aerating, it’s time to top dress and fertilize. Self-propelled Spreadrite does either fast and well. It spreads any pulverized or screened materials, including sand and salt.

3. **Ryan Jr Sod Cutter** — if troubled areas need re-sodding, this sod cutter will do the job best for you. Three models of JR Sod Cutters are available for small to large “transplant operations”.

Attachment blades are available for all models for trenching, edging, filling, pipe laying and subsoil aeration.

Write for FREE Ryan Catalog.

**SUPERINTENDENT RECOGNITION GAINING**

Two ideas crowd my thoughts as I sit at my desk and look at my backyard display of brilliant azaleas.

First, the golf course superintendent is being recognized. I was the speaker at the recent monthly meeting of the Mid-Atlantic GCSA at Crofton, Md. A copy of the USGA Journal had just arrived and I showed the article on Richie Valentine and said a few words about how I worked with his father, Joseph Valentine. Recognition can come not only to the famous or to those who are kin to the famous, but to all who are diligent, successful and who can capture the fancy of the public and press.

An excellent case in point is the recognition that has been given to George Thompson of Columbia CC in Washington. He is Mid-Atlantic president and presided effectively at the meeting where I spoke. The next morning’s mail brought the May Golf Superintendent, and who should grace the cover but George Thompson!

Another fine recognition for a superintendent appeared on the cover of Grounds Maintenance for April. Ted Woehrle, director of GCSAA and superintendent at Oakland Hills CC in Michigan, is pictured on the job. A fine story is carried inside on his irrigation system.

Recognition of this kind is the best public relations that can be found. The stories are not only reaching other superintendents, but the general public, who now better appreciate the superintendent’s job.

Second, the Mid-Atlantic Assn. has taken the lead in forming and giving moral and financial support to the new Maryland Turfgrass Council, now being organized. All turf interests will join hands to develop a strong, unified voice that can be heard and will have its effect on legislation and at the university. For too many years the turfgrass interests have struggled for research and education that would benefit this extremely important phase of agriculture. Planning committees have been appointed and a second meeting is due soon. I am sure that turfgrass interests everywhere join in saluting the fledgling Maryland Turfgrass Council and wish it every success. With guidance from the Virginia Turfgrass Council on one side and from the Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council on the other, the Maryland group can be assured of support. Characteristically the Mid-Atlantic GCSA indicated that it would assist all three.

Q—Our greens last fall (November) were treated with tri-calcium arsenate at two pounds and again in March at the same rate. The results were so good that we have bare areas where the Poa annua disappeared. The bentgrasses are vigorous and healthy. We’ve been on a “no-phosphorus” program for five years.

The thin and bare areas will be reseeded at once with Penncross on the greens and Manhattan rye-grass on the approaches. Do we have enough toxicity to act as a pre-emergence for goosegrass (Elusine indica) or should we apply some kind of preventive chemical when we reseed? (Virginia)

A—Under the circumstances I would use a small amount of phosphorus with the seeding and avoid the use of any more preemergent chemicals at this time. Give the grass a chance to grow and fill in. You have at least a full month before you can expect goosegrass to germinate.

Because you are using very light...
Call whoa on poa with Betasan

Now is the time to get ahead of your worst weed pest of greens and tees—Poa annua. Treat your turf with Betasan now and prevent fall poa germination.

An application of long-lasting Betasan will also control fall-germinating henbit and shepherdspurse as well as crabgrass next spring.

Betasan is easy on your desirable turf grasses and dichondra, as well as many ornamental plants on your grounds. Use economical, long-lasting Betasan to prevent weed growth so your grass can fill in during cool weather. Available in liquid and granular formulations, Betasan is easy to use in spray or dry application equipment. Get Betasan now from your golf supply distributor. Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, Dept. HD, Westport, CT 06880.

Betasan from

For more information circle number 183 on card.
Be a four-star superintendent!

You can if you bring out the best in your golfers. And Agrico can do this for you by building thicker, more colorful, resilient turf grass from tee to fairway to green.

Golf is a darn challenging game regardless of whether the golfer is a duffer or a low-handicapper. He needs all the skill and confidence he can muster. Agrico and you give him a head start on confidence for that good shot.

Thick, rich fairways let golfers get a good bite into wood and iron shots. Colorful, lush tees condition them for a good start on each hole. Smooth, springy and true greens are essential for better putting.

It all adds up to better total confidence which brings out the best in golfers . . . keeps them enthusiastic about your course . . . makes you a four-star superintendent. Write us about Agrico’s Custom-Tailored Golf Course Program. You might be our next four-star superintendent.
applications of soluble N, I would advise using a soluble 20-20-20, 24-24-24 (or similar) at seeding time to assure the seedlings of a good send-off.

Q — Recently I heard that "the mark of a good superintendent is a thin, shallow carpet of grass on his greens; it shows that he feeds his grass abundantly.'"

Our greens (Penncross) are thin and shallow, but why not? We do everything from the top; cultivating underneath is hard and not very productive. Our fescue fairways (unwatered) shows roots 12 inches deep; our greens do well to reach down two inches. Please tell me if you think that grass, which is abundantly fed, should have roots that leave the "well-fed thin shallow carpet" and extend down 4, 6, or 8 inches? I don't believe it! I can't believe that grass roots are neurotic—striving for the impossible. They are not like Hillary, who climbed Mt. Everest "because it is there." They do what comes naturally; they live off the top. Tell me, am I wrong or am I a success at growing "a thin, shallow carpet of grass"?

(Pennsylvania)

A — Everything is relative. Compared to prairie sod where roots of native grasses extend to depths of 4, 5 and 6 feet, the turf on any putting green is more like a "shallow carpet." I've measured bentgrass roots on a putting green well below the 12-inch level, but that still is "shallow" compared to the prairie.

The depth of roots of grasses on putting greens are affected by many factors, one of which is water. By maintaining a saturated surface we can keep roots shallow. Conversely, we can help them forage deeper by careful management. Well-drained porous soil helps.

I must confess that I am puzzled at the concept of the "thin, shallow" carpet being the mark of a good superintendent. That doesn't seem to be a very high goal to shoot at. I would feel demeaned were I a superintendent. Perhaps there's more to the story. Your sharing this with us is appreciated. If you can maintain excellent putting surfaces at all times, you are a good superintendent.
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Quality Growers for 22 years

Dr. James B. Beard
TURFGRASS RESEARCH REVIEW

SULFUR DEFICIENCY:
A POTENTIAL PROBLEM


The sulfur status of Iowa soils was evaluated during the course of this study. Sixty-four surface soils, representing the major soil series occurring in Iowa, were analyzed for sulfate-sulfur and mineralizable sulfur.

The results indicate that most of the agriculturally important soils in Iowa have low reserves of plant-available sulfur. Thus, these soils may require sulfur fertilization for satisfactory plant growth, particularly for those species having a high sulfur requirement. The total sulfur content of the soils analyzed ranged from 57 to 618 parts per million; the average was 294 parts per million. The sulfate-sulfur content ranged from one to 26 parts per million and averaged nine parts per million. The total sulfur content was highly correlated with the organic carbon content of the soils. In addition, the sulfate-sulfur content was significantly correlated with the total sulfur content. The majority of the sulfur occurring in these soils was in the organic sulfur form rather than mineralizable sulfur. Analyses of sulfur distribution vertically through the soil profile revealed that the total sulfur content decreased markedly with an increase in the soil depth. The authors concluded that Iowa soils have low reserves of plant-available sulfur.

Comments: Sulfur (S) is an essential macro-nutrient for turfgrass growth and development. A sulfur deficiency results in the disruption of protein synthesis and a subsequent impairment of growth. Some sulfur also occurs in plant tissues in the form of sulfates and certain volatile compounds. The quantity of sulfur removed in turfgrass clippings is similar to the quantity of phosphorus removed.

A sulfur deficiency usually involves an initial paling of the older, lower turfgrass leaves. The leaf blades develop a pale yellow-green appearance as the deficiency progresses. A faint scorching of the leaf tip is also associated with discoloration. The scorching advances toward the base of the blade in a thin line along each leaf blade margin. Eventually the scorching enlarges until the entire leaf blade is affected and withers.

The visual foliage symptoms of a sulfur deficiency are quite similar to those of a nitrogen deficiency. An iron deficiency also appears as a yellowing and chlorosis of the leaf tissue; it first appears on the young, actively growing leaves. In contrast, the sulfur and nitrogen deficiencies appear first on the older, lower leaves. In this way, one is able to distinguish between an iron deficiency and the nitrogen or sulfur deficiencies. However, it is difficult to distinguish between the latter two other than to make an application of readily available, water soluble nitrogen to the foliage to determine if there is a greening and growth response. If not, it would suggest the possibility of a sulfur deficiency, assuming that the levels of available iron in the soil are adequate.

As indicated in the above paper, a
ABOVE, JIMMY SWAGERTY, P.G.A. PROFESSIONAL AT BROOKSIDE ONE OF THE FINEST GOLF SHOPS IN THE COUNTRY; ALSO SHOWN ARE PART OF JIMMY’S FLEET OF 80 TAYLOR-DUNN T-BIRD GOLF CARS, ALL EQUIPPED WITH TROJAN 217 BATTERIES.

Shown below is the club House of Beautiful Brookside . . . An extremely popular Municipal Golf Course located adjacent to the World Famous Rose Bowl in Pasadena, California. Brookside boasts two fine 18 hole courses, the first being built in 1928. Home of the L.A. Open in 1968 and now the Ladies’ P.G.A. Open in May, 1972.
Reduce turf maintenance costs with these two Royer machines


ROYER
Royer Foundry & Machine Co. 171 Pringle St., Kingston, Pa. 18704

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME

All the things you've wanted to know about how to go about building a golf course, but didn't know where to ask!

THE BUSINESS END OF BUILDING OR REBUILDING A GOLF COURSE

By
Joseph S. Finger
Golf Course Architect-Professional Engineer

"This booklet should save a golf course developer from 10 times to 10,000 times its cost. I regard Joe Finger as one of the most outstanding designers in his profession and this book will serve as a valuable, timeless reference for many aspects of golf course planning, building, renovation and maintenance."

Mr. William S. Roach
Founder and Honorary President, The Mill River Club
Long Island, North Shore, New York
Past President and Director, National Club Association

"Must reading for anyone who is building or rebuilding a golf course."

Mr. Don A. Rossi, Executive Director
National Golf Foundation

Price: $5.95, Postage & Tax Prepaid
Send check or money order to
Joseph S. Finger & Associates, Inc.
2627 North Loop West - Suite 210
Houston, Texas 77018

Also available from the National Golf Foundation
Merchandise Mart and
Chicago, Illinois 60654
Park Maintenance
P.O. Box 409
Appleton, Wisc. 54911

continued on page 22